29 Pieces
Workshops

ARTISTS MAKING A KINDER WORLD

HEROES: Find the Hero Among Us and in Yourself

Participants consider character traits like loyalty, honesty
or courage as well as actions like helping, protecting, and
putting others first, which elevate someone as an object
of admiration and devotion. With the understanding that it
doesn’t take fame or perfection to become a hero, participants choose a person with special meaning as a role
model and create representations using colored pencil,
milky gel pens, glitter or bright patterns on black paper.

LOVE: Send Your Valentine to the World

Using quotes about LOVE by great peacemakers like
Gandhi, Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King, or even the
Beatles, participants think about what the word LOVE
means: the choice to act with kindness, compassion
and affection. Participants make Valentine art to send a
message of love to the world. Projects involve making a
collage incorporating Valentine imagery with decorative
“illuminated” type.

SOULS HIDDEN: Honor the Souls Around Us

Based on Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook’s passage,
“Radiant is the World Soul,” participants consider ways
various cultures have thought about the soul over time
and ways that they share or hide their own souls. Contemplating ways to connect with hidden souls, they
create a small shrine or memory box honoring special
memories, relationships, or traditions like Diwali, Dia de
los Muertos, Passover and others.

FORGIVENESS: Break the Walls that Separate Us

Based on a line by St. Therese of Lisieux, “I see no
imprint of my sins, In a moment love has burned everything,” participants make folded paper artwork representing walls as they consider things that divide us – from
petty annoyances to more serious things like harmful
words, betrayal or violence. Participants think about how
no one is perfect and forgiveness can free our hearts
when we are ready. Participants create their walls to
symbolize the process of forgiveness such as where they
might be at the present or want to be in the future in their
own experience
of letting go of hard feelings.
					

GREAT PEACEMAKERS LIKE YOU AND ME

What makes a great peacemaker? This lesson presents 12
great peacemakers from around the world – from Desmond Tutu to the Dalai Lama to Cesar Chavez – and invites
participants to consider the ways that their genius for nonviolence has inspired the resolution of conflict. Students
use found objects that would ordinarily be thrown away to
create portraits of these beloved figures, realizing that just
like them, anyone can be a great peacemaker.

lf: lf l Were a Great Peacemaker, What Would l Do?
This lesson is intended as a sequel to the Great Peacemakers lesson. In the IF Lesson, participants realize that
they can be both GREAT and a PEACEMAKER, and create three-dimensional shadowbox art to show what they
would do to help solve a certain social problem like hunger, homelessness, disease, or violence. This art makes
for wonderful exhibits in public places like a library, city
hall, or gallery.

COMMITMENT: Can One Person Make a Difference?

The answer is yes, and the key to it is commitment.
Participants learn about peaceful ways to solve problems
and how inner peace is an important part of spreading
peace. Each participant considers a realistic commitment
they can make to peacemaking and creates a piece on
which they write their commitment, and which can be
displayed using magnets, tape or pins. This lesson can
complement the annual UN Day of International Peace
on September 21. It can also accompany a planned
action or can celebrate collective commitment or
success in upholding peace.

RESPECT: Make Respect Go Viral 			

Based on a line from a Lakota Sioux prayer, “Make my
hands respect the things you have made,” participants
talk about the meaning of RESPECT and where they
would like to see more of it in the world. They create
12” circular RESPECT art using colored papers and
inspirational quotes to depict what they think deserves
respect. Art is displayed in public venues – like a school
or a place of worship – with the intent to make RESPECT
go viral in a time that is fraught with hate, fear and anger.

CURIOSITY: See the World in a Drop of Water

Based on a line by Sufi mystic, Mahmud Shabestari,
“Cleave the heart of a raindrop, a hundred pure oceans
will pour forth,” participants lose themselves in wonder
contemplating the earth’s ancient and precious animation enabled by water. Can water ignite our natural
curiosity about the world? Can water connect us all?
Projects involve the technique of water-resist wax applications to make paper batiks using bold patterns or
symbols representing curiosity about natural elements.

THRIVE: Create a Garden of Peace

How do gardens create places where living things
– plants, insects, flowers, or even you and me – can
thrive? In this workshop, participants learn about different kinds of gardens and contemplate how nature
provides a place for dreaming, meditation, playing, and
tending. Gardens also take a lot of commitment and
attention! Participants use drawing paper and colored
pencils or markers to design their ideal “Garden of
Peace.” Ideas for creative extensions include creating a
maypole or a peacepole.

EMPATHY: See Through Another’s Eyes

Participants cultivate the skill of imagining how others
might be feeling or what it is like to be another – especially when they might be different from them. Participants choose an animal or plant identity and create
masks using selected images. Wearing the mask,
participants experience what it feels like to see from
another perspective and how this builds compassion
and understanding.

HOPE: Walk Together Toward Well-being
SANCTUARY: Create a Plan For Your Place of Peace
Based on an ancient Chinese proverb, “If there is to be
peace in the world…there must be peace in the heart,”
participants consider the meanings and importance of
having places of refuge and safety, places of protection,
or sacred spaces. They make folded paper triptychs
(or accordion fold books) depicting places where they
go to find personal peace – and when and why they go
there.

lNFLUENCE: Make a Wave of lnfluence Through Art
Participants learn about the power of advertisements to
influence attitudes and behaviors. Using basic elements
of graphic design such as color, scale, and legibility,
participants create posters that spread positive messages of peace. Their art is meant to be posted where
the public can be influenced by it.

Hope gives us the vision, optimism, and resilience we
need to achieve our optimal future. We can think of it
as the fountain of our creative evolution. In this lesson,
participants practice skills for cultivating the HOPE that
lives at the core of all. Participants learn about and
make Dreamcatchers, a traditional Native American
craft, to symbolize their envisioned HOPES for
themselves and the world.

To learn more or to schedule a workshop:
Pease contact:
Karen Blessen at 214-770-1219 or
Karen@29Pieces.org
We look forward to working with you!

